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The aim is to show that Zermelo’s Theorem fails in general toposes. A weak form of the 
well-ordering hypothesis (WOT) and two weak forms of choice (AC) and (ACS) are intro- 
duced, in order to give sense to Zermelo’s Theorem in non-classical toposes. Toposophical 
models are constructed to show the non validity of Zermelo’s Theorem. 
Introduction 
It is well known, and proved by Diaconescu [3], that a topos satisfying the 
axiom of choice - defined by ‘every epi splits’ - is boolean. Regarding Zermelo’s 
Theorem, it is then natural to expect that if the objects of a topos can be ‘well 
ordered’, the topos must be boolean. And in fact, if one takes as notion of 
well-ordering the notion of ‘ordering with minimal choice’ defined by Brook [ 11, it 
fails to have any interest in the non-boolean case. For example in a topos with 
natural numbers object (NNO), the existence of such an order on the natural 
numbers already forces the topos to be boolean. 
The aim of this paper is to show that this is not the end of the story of 
well-ordering. We propose another notion, called simple well-ordering, coinciding 
with Brook’s definition in the boolean case, but such that if a natural numbers 
object exists it will always be simply well-ordered (Section 1). Extending this 
notion slightly, we are then able to propose a definition of well-ordering such that 
in certain non-boolean toposes, every object can be well ordered. These results 
lead us to investigate the relation between the well-ordering theorem and the 
axiom of choice, a relation established by Zermelo [7] for Sets. We show that for 
boolean toposes, the two statements are equivalent and that Zermelo’s original 
proof can be totally translated. But in non-boolean toposes none of the state- 
ments implies the other (Section 3). It then becomes worth looking for alternative 
definitions of the axiom of choice which would make sense for non-boolean 
toposes (Section 2). We start this paper with some remarks related to Brook’s 
work (Section 0). 
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0. Preliminaries and motivations 
Throughout this paper, % denotes an elementary topos. The formulae are 
written in the canonical higher order language Z’(8) associated with %. The 
context in which every well-formed expression (term or formula) is introduced 
should make clear the type of each of the variables. Proofs of most of the 
propositions are obtained by using the deduction system of Coste [2]. Validity of a 
formula cp of L?(g) will be denoted by 
and simply means that the extension of q is the maximal subobject. 
The definition of well-ordering proposed to Brook [l] by J. Cole and C.J. 
Mikkelsen is that of order with initial upper segments. We recall it briefly. In a 
topos 8, let X be an object provided with an ordering. Denote by Seg : PX--+ PX 
the extension to the object of subobjects of X of the morphism ‘upper segment’, 
i.e. the interpretation of the term { y ] 3x E (Y (x 5 y)}. We say the ordering on X 
is with initial upper segments if 
FVa [Seg(a) = a * 3b (2(b) A Seg(b) = u)] 
w_here X is the object of subobject of X having at most one element (defined by 
X(a) = Vx E a Vy E a (x = y)). This notion is equivalent to the notion of ordering 
with minimal choice, i.e. 
When ‘8 is Sets, this is just the usual definition of well-ordering. 
Brook shows that the canonical order on natural numbers is not always with 
minimal choice, but that it is necessarily so when the topos is boolean. It then 
becomes natural to ask whether there exist non-boolean toposes in which the 
natural numbers are provided with an ordering with minimal choice. The answer 
to this question comes from the following observations, suggested to us by P. 
Freyd, which make clear the lack of interest of the notion of ordering with 
minimal choice in the non-boolean case: 
By a coprojective object in %, we mean an object X such that for every entire 
relation R w A X X with target X, there exists a morphism whose graph is 
contained in R (entire relation meaning ~VU 3x (R(u, x))). 
Proposition 0.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) % is boolean; 
(ii) The sum of two coprojective objects is coprojective; 
(iii) 1 + 1 is coprojective. 
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Proof. (i) 3 (ii) and (ii) + (” ) ui are immediate. One can easily see that 1 + 1 is 
coprojective in ‘8 iff for any object A in 8, if A, and A z are two subobjects with 
A 1 U A 2 = A, then there exist A ; and A; subobjects respectively of A, and A, 
such that Ai n Ai =O and A; U A; = A. Hence, if 1 + 1 is coprojective in 8, 
then for any X in 8, 1 + 1 is coprojective in ‘27/X. So for any object X on %, the 
subobjects of 1 in g/X are complemented. This last statement follows from 
Diaconescu’s result [3] saying that, if every epi with codomain A + A splits, then 
sub(A) is boolean. 0 
We say that two global elements x and y of X are disjoint if the following 
diagram is a pullback: 
o-1 
I I * 
1y’x 
From Proposition 0.1 we can then deduce the following results: 
Corollary 0.2. Let ‘8 be a non boolean topos, X an object in 8 provided with an 
ordering with minimal choice. Then X has no global disjoint elements. •i 
Corollary 0.3. Let k% be a topos with a natural numbers object N. Then ‘8 is boolean 
iff N admits an ordering with minimal choice. 0 
Proofs are straightforward from Proposition 0.1, the fact that ordering with 
minimal choice is inherited by subobjects and the fact that an object with an 
ordering with minimal choice is trivially coprojective. 
1. Simply well-ordered objects 
The notion of simple well-ordering we introduce now, will be defined only for 
decidable objects (i.e. objects satisfying kx = y v x # y). However, it remains 
meaningful for non-boolean toposes and in particular, natural numbers object will 
always be simply well-ordered. 
Let X be an object in 8 provided with an ordering 1. The associated strict 
ordering defined by x % y A x # y will be denoted by <. We then say that an 
ordering 5 on X is discrete if 
txsy+x=yvx<y. 
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If we call linear ordering on X, an ordering satisfying 
we then obtain the following result: 
Proposition 1.1. Let x be a linear ordered object. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) X is decidable; 
(ii) the ordering on X is discrete ; 
(iii) the ordering on X satisfies trichotomy, i.e. 
tx<y v x=y v y<x. 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions. 0 
Let R E+ X x X be a relation on an object X of 8”. The extension of the formula 
JR(a) = Vx (Vx’ (R( x’, x) 3 x’ E u) + x E a) defines the object of R-inductive sub- 
objects of X. 
Definition 1.2. We say that R is a simply inductive relation on X, if the only 
R-inductive subobject is the maximal one, i.e. 
Definition 1.3. A simple well-ordering on X is a linear discrete ordering such that 
the associated strict ordering is simply inductive. 
Proposition 1.1 implies that any simply well-ordered object is decidable. 
Observe that the discrete condition was introduced only to obtain trichotomy. We 
could alternatively have defined simple well-ordering by omitting this condition 
from the definition, thus allowing non-decidable objects to be simply well- 
ordered. In the same way, to obtain the trichotomy property for an ordering with 
initial upper segments, the discrete condition must be added to the definition. 
The next result shows that the notion of well-ordering introduced above, 
corresponds to the usual one in the classical cases. 
Theorem 1.4. In a boolean topos an ordering is with minimal choice iff it is a 
simple well-ordering. 
Proof. Clearly, any ordering with minimal choice is linear and in a boolean topos 
any ordering is discrete. For the sake of brevity we will write J<(x, a) for 
Vx’ (x’ < x+x’ E a). So J(a) becomes Vx J<(x, a) 3.x E a. If we have an order- 
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ing with minimal choice, we obtain 
Hence, 
If the topos is boolean, it then follows that the ordering is a simple well-ordering. 
Conversely, suppose we have a simple well-ordering on X. As the ordering is 
linear, we have 
Now from the fact that the strict ordering is a simply inductive relation we obtain 
Hence 
If the topos is boolean, this means that the ordering is with minima1 choice. 0 
Let 8 be a topos with natural numbers object N. The canonical ordering on N is 
linear, discrete and satisfies Peano’s fifth axiom. The next theorem shows that the 
natural numbers are always simply well-ordered. 
Theorem 1.5. In any topos 25 with nuturul numbers object N, the canonical 
ordering on N is a simple well-ordering. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that the associated strict ordering is a simply inductive 
relation. But observe that, by Peano’s fifth axiom we have that 
and, as we always have 
the result follows. q 
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Theorem 1.5 shows that even in non-boolean toposes, there may exist simply 
well-ordered objects possessing a lot of disjoint global elements. However, it 
should be noted that, if every object in a topos can be simply well-ordered, the 
topos must be boolean. Indeed, in such a topos R is decidable and t : l+ R is 
complemented, being the inverse image of (1,) In) : 0 + 0 x R. 
2. Axioms of choice 
We will denote the usual axiom of choice (every epi splits) in toposes by (ES). 
The new axioms of choice we introduce now consist mainly in imposing the 
splitting condition on a smaller class of epis: the ‘decidable epis’. 
Definition 2.1. Let f : X+ Y be a morphism in 8. We say f is decidable if 
w VY (f(x) = Y ” f(x) f Y> . 
We say f is separated if 
k vx VY (11 f(x) = Y 3 f(x) = Y> . 
Proposition 2.2. Every decidable morphism is separated. 
Proof. Trivial. 0 
Definition 2.3. Let 8 be a topos. 
(i) We say 8 satisfies the axiom of choice (AC) if every decidable epi splits. 
(ii) We say % t’ fi sa IS es the axiom of separated choice (ASC) if every separated 
epi splits. 
Proposition 2.4. Any morphism with decidable (resp. separated) codomain is 
decidable (resp. separated). Any decidable (resp. separated) epi has a decidable 
(resp. separated) codomain. 
Proof. Immediate. 0 
Corollary 2.5. (i) 8 satisfies (AC) iff every epi with decidable codomain splits. 
(ii) 8 satisfies (AX) iff every epi with separated codomain splits. 0 
From Proposition 2.2 it follows that (AX) implies (AC). In any boolean topos, 
(AC), (ASC) and (ES) are equivalent. But there exists a bigger class of toposes, 
the Stone toposes, where (AC) and (ASC) are still equivalent. 
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A topos 8 is said to be a Stone topos if the subobject classifier R is an internal 
Stone lattice, i.e. a Heyting algebra such that the equation 1 x v 11 x = t holds. In 
such a topos the relation x = y (the ‘near’ equality relation defined by ] 1 x = y) is 
a complemented subobject; we can express this by saying that objects are nearly 
decidable. 
Proposition 2.6. Let 8 be a Stone topos. Then any morphism is separated iff it is 
decidable, and 8 satisfies (AC) iff it satisfies (ASC). 
Proof. Immediate from the fact that f(x) = y v f(x) # y and f(x) = y + f(x) = y 
implies f(x) = y v f(x) # y. Cl 
Stone toposes have been studied by Johnstone in [.5] where plenty of characteri- 
zations are given. We mention the following one which we will find useful later 
on: 
Proposition 2.7. Let C be a small category.. The presheaf topos SC’OP is a Stone 
topos iff every diagram in C of the form . ,G. can be embedded in a commutative 
square. 
Proof. The condition just says that any inverse image of a nonempty sieve is 
nonempty. And this means that the nonempty sieves constitute a subfunctor of 0 
or equivalently that the subobject false: l+ fi is complemented. This last condi- 
tion is just one of the characterizations of a Stone topos. 0 
Remark. The notions of choice and separated choice can be related to any 
Lawvere-Tierney topology j : 0 + L?. We say a morphism is j-simple if it is 
decidable and j-separated. The axiom of j-separated choice (j-ASC) then be- 
comes: “every j-separated epi splits”. Now note that (ES) is just (l,-ASC), that 
(ASC) is just (]I-ASC) and (AC) is equivalent to (l,-AC) and to (]]-AC). On 
the other hand the axiom (SS) (supports split) corresponds to (tn - AC) which is 
equivalent to (t,, - ASC), where the topology t, is the characteristic function of 
1,). The properties concerning (ES), described in [4], can then be easily extended 
to the choice and separated choice related to a topology. 
In order to prepare our investigation of Zermelo’s Theorem, we give some 
examples of non-boolean toposes satisfying (ASC). 
Proposition 2.8. Let 62 be a small category whose connected components are 
categories with zero morphisms. Then the topos of presheaves on C satisfies 
(ASC). 
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Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.7 that Sc”’ is a Stone topos. So (ASC) will be 
satisfied iff (AC) is satisfied. One can easily see that if F is a decidable presheaf, 
then Fu is an injection for any morphism u of C. Now, let (Y : F-+ G be an epi in 
Stop such that G is decidable. It is sufficient to define the section p of CY on every 
connected component. Let px, : GX,, * FX, be a section of ax,,. For any object X 
in the same component define 
P,(x) = ~CM&W)(x>> 
where 0 denotes the zero morphisms. This defines a natural transformation 
p : G* F which is a section of CY. 0 
Let M be a monoid. We denote by S(M) the topos of left M-actions (which is in 
fact the presheaf topos on the category associated to M). We easily obtain the 
following result: 
Proposition 2.9. Zf S(M) satisfies (AC), then M has a right-absorbent element. 
Proof. In any topos 1 is decidable. The representable functor in S(M) has global 
support. Thus it has a global section, for S(M) is supposed to satisfy (AC). This 
just means that there exists a right-absorbent element in M. 0 
Combining Propositions 2.8 and 2.9, we obtain the following corollary which 
provides an amusing characterization of the existence of an absorbent element in 
a commutative monoid. 
Corollary 2.10. Let M be a commutative monoid. There exists an absorbent 
element in M iff S(M) satisfies (ASC). 0 
This corollary provides many examples of non-boolean toposes satisfying 
(ASC). Indeed, a commutative monoid with an absorbent element is a group iff it 
is the trivial monoid. So from Corollary 2.10. we deduce that every non-trivial 
commutative monoid with an absorbent element, gives rise to a non-boolean 
topos satisfying (ASC). 
To conclude this section, we shall now illustrate the fact that (AC) is weaker 
than (ASC) by giving a topos satisfying the first condition but not the latter. 
Consider the topos F = S’*‘+‘. A decidable object in F is a pair of injections 
with the same domain; on the other hand A c B> C is separated in F iff 
(f, g) : B -, A x C is an injection. Consider now the following decidable epi in F: 
r 
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Let k’ be a section of k. We define h’ : X-+ A and 1’ : Z+ C by 
h’(x) = fk’( y) 
i 
ifx=t(y), 
any a with h(u) = x if x$Im t; 
l’(2) = 
c&‘(y) if 2 = r(y), 
anycwithl(c)=z ifzgImr. 
So F satisfies (AC). To show that F does not satisfy (ASC), we first choose a 




Now, the above diagram can be completed in order to produce a separated epi in 
F; 
Ah--X 
and clearly, this separated epi cannot be split. 
Observe that F is not a Stone topos. On the other hand, all examples of toposes 
satisfying (ASC) we happened upon are Stonean. So, does (ASC) implies 
‘Stoneaness’? A positive answer to this question would generalize Diaconescu’s 
result [3]. 
3. Well-ordering and Zermelo’s Theorem 
Definition 3.1. Let X be an ordered object in 8. We say that the ordering on X is 
adequate if 
txsy*x=yvx<y. 
The next result is immediate and the analogue of Proposition 1.1. 
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a linearly ordered object in %. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) X is nearly decidable; 
(ii) the ordering is adequate; 
(iii) weak trichotomy is satisfied, i.e. 
tx<yvx=yv y<x. 0 
We denote by g a the weak membership relation on X, defined as the 
11 -closure of the membership relation. 
Definition 3.3. We say the relation R w X x X on X is inductive if it satisfies the 
following formula: 
Va [J,(a) *Vx (x Z a)] 
(JR(a) has been introduced in Section 1 defining the R-inductive subobjects of X). 
Saying that “every R-inductive a satisfies Vx(x $ a)” should be interpreted as 
saying that “every R-inductive subobject is dense for the double negation 
topology”. Contrary to [6], we omitted the introduction of double negation in 
J,(a). This omission does not alter the results. 
Definition 3.4. We say that a linear adequate ordering X is a well-ordering if the 
associated strict ordering is an inductive relation. 
Clearly, the notion of well-ordering generalizes the notion of simple well- 
ordering just as well as the notion introduced in [6]. 
Definition 3.5. Let X be an object in the topos 8, We say X is antidecibable if 
i.e. “all elements of X are nearly equal”. 
Clearly, an antidecibable object has no global disjoint elements. It is clear that 
an antidecibable object is nearly decidable. From Proposition 3.2, we obtain that 
any linear ordering on an antidecibable object is adequate. In fact, we obtain a 
much stronger result: 
Proposition 3.6. Let X be an antidecibable object. Then an ordering on X is linear 
iff it is a well-ordering. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the strict ordering associated with a linear 
ordering on X is an inductive relation. But X being antidecidable, the strict 
ordering associated to any ordering on X is the initial relation which is trivially 
inductive. 0 
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Note the following consequence of the previous result. In the Sierpinski topos, 
the unique map X+ 1 of a set X to the singleton is an antidecidable object. Thus 
a linear ordering on X defines by Proposition 3.6 a well-ordering on X-t 1. 
Therefore, if R denotes the real line with its linear ordering, we obtain that R+ 1 
is a well-ordered object in the Sierpinski topos! 
So the notion of well-ordering is not without surprises. One could investigate its 
stability properties under finite limits. For example, we do not know what type of 
well-ordering should be put on X x Y if X and Y are well-ordered. Warning: the 
lexicographic ordering is no good! 
Definition 3.7. We say a topos % satisfies the well-ordering theorem (WOT) if 
every object of 8 can be well-ordered. 
Let C be a small ordered category with initial object C,,. For any C in @, we 
denote by [C] = {Xl X < C} the strict initial segment of C. 
Definition 3.8. We say that a small ordered category @ is an arborescence if for 
any C in @, [C] is well-ordered. A forest of arborescences is a small category 
whose connected components are arborescences. 
Proposition 3.9. Let 62 be a forest of arboresckzces. Then the topos of presheaves 
on C satisfies (WOT). 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the statement for a given arborescence @. Let F be 
a presheaf on @, C, the initial object of C. We shall define a well-ordering on F by 
induction on the ordinal (Y z [Cl. First define a well-ordering on FC,,. Now 
suppose a well-ordering has been defined on every FA with [A] z p and this for 
all p < a. Let C be an object such that [C] = (Ap)B<a. Denote by fO the unique 
morphism from A, to C. Consider the equivalence relation on FC defined by 
a-b if V/?<a Ffp(a)=Ffp(b). 
Consider a well-ordering on each equivalence class. We now define a well- 
ordering on FC by: 
a 5 b if a - b and a I b or if a - b and Ffr((a) < FL(b) where r = min{ y 1 y < LY 
and &,(a) # Ff?(b)}. This defines a well-ordering on F. 0 
Proposition 3.9 provides many examples of non-boolean toposes satisfying 
(WOT). A forest of arborescences is a groupoid iff it is a discrete category. So 
every ordinal different from 0 and 1 gives rise to a non-boolean topos satisfying 
(WOT). 
We are now able to prove that conditions (AC) and (WOT) are not equivalent. 
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Theorem 3.10. (1) There exists a topos satisfying (WOT) and i~ot satisfying (AC). 
(2) There exists a topos satisfying (ACS) and not satisfying (WOT). 
i 
Proof. (1) From Proposition 3.9 w,” deduce that S’+’ satisfies (WOT). But the 
unique morphism from 15 { a,b} +l to the final object is a decidable epi which 
can not split. So (AC) is not satisfied. 
(2) Let D be the following category: 
where fo, f,, h and k are zero morphisms. From Proposition 2.8. we deduce that 
s n”’ satisfies (ACS). But this topos does not satisfy (WOT). The object described 
below admits no linear ordering: 
cG {a,b,c} & (a,b,c} 3~, 
where the maps denoted by c are the maps sending everything to the element c 
and t(a) = b, t(b) = a and t(c) = c. Cl 
We will prove however that in a boolean topos the two conditions are 
equivalent. Implication (WOT) + (AC) is straightforward. The converse requires 
notations and definitions. First recall that in a boolean topos, (AC) is equivalent 
to (ES) and observe that, from Theorem 1.4, condition (WOT) is equivalent to 
the statement “every object has an ordering with minimal choice”. 
Now we denote by NX the object of non-empty subobjects of the object X, i.e. 
the extension of the formula 3x (x E a); m, denotes the inclusion NX* PX. Let 
f : NX-+ X be a morphism. We say that f is a choice function on X if 
t f(x) E mx(v> . 
Then f: PX+ PX denotes the morphism defined by the term {x (3v(m,(v) = 
a A f(v) = x)} and g : PX-+ PX is such that 
The usual ordering on PX defined by Vx (x E a + x E b) and the associated strict 
ordering are denoted respectively by 5 and < . Finally A : PPX+ CX denotes the 
morphism defined by {x ( Vu (a E a + x E a)}. 
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We say that the subobject of PPX, extension of the formula 
q(a) = Vu (a E a + g(u) E a) A vp (p 5 a + A( p> E CY) 
is the object of f-chains. 
This object always has a global section: ‘PX’. The maximal subobject is 
included in any f-chain CY, i.e. 
/- va (p(a) 3 ‘x’ E a) . 
The internal intersection of f-chains is the subobject of PX defined by 
O(a) = t/a (p(a)* a E a). 
Now, it is easily seen that 
i.e. the intersection of the f-chains is an f-chain. 
Theorem 3.11. Let 8 be a boolean topos. Then 8 satisfies (WOT) iff ZS satisfies 
(AC). 
Proof. Let f : NX-+ X be a choice function on X. From the fact that 8 is boolean 
and the fact that 8 defines the minimal f-chain we deduce that the restriction of 
the ordering on PPX to the internal intersection of the f-chains is a linear 
ordering. Now consider k : X+ PX such that 
t k(x) = A{u 1 e(a) A x E a} . 
We obtain that 
tx E f(k(xN 
(from SS is boolean and 0 defines an f-chain), hence k is a mono and 
t 0(4x)) . 
Then it is easily seen that the ordering on 8 induces via k an ordering on X with 
minimal choice. 0 
This proof is just a translation in boolean toposes, of Zermelo’s proof [7]. An 
adaptation of the more modern set-theoric proofs seems to be far more difficult to 
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realize. Indeed, not only do they use the class of ordinals but also the property 
that any family of ordinals has a smallest element. Now suppose a good notion of 
ordinal could be defined for toposes. Then one would expect finite cardinals to be 
ordinals. But how could one compare the finite cardinals (1,2) and (2, 1) in the 
boolean topos S x S? 
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